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MRL Elevator

Machine-Room-Less (MRL) elevators are traction elevators that do not have a 
dedicated machine room (MR) above the elevator shaft. The machine sits in the 
override space of the elevator and is accessed from the top of the elevator 
cabinet when maintenance or repairs are required. The control boxes are located 
in a control room that is adjacent to the elevator shaft on the highest landing and 
within around 150 feet of the machine. These elevators are designed for low to 
mid-rise buildings having up to 250 feet of rise.

Capsule Elevator

Maharaja Elevators provide all types of capsule lifts having unique and modern 

design to provide world experience to the passengers. The architecture is designed 

in such a manner that it provides an extremely silent operation throughout. It is also 

very reliable and economical resulting into a very less maintenance cost. The latest 

close loop microprocessor controller incorporated in the system makes the whole 

operation very smooth and takes you up and down with ease. 

Manual/Auto Passenger Elevator

We can provide all types of Passenger Elevators including Manual Doors, Power 

Operated Doors and Capsule Elevators etc. All the elevators are designed keeping in 

mind the Safety, Speed and Comfort. We also feel proud by customizing our 

collection of elevators in accordance with the specications of our clients. Our range 

can be made available in different fabrication designs suitable for use in areas like 

Hotels, Restaurants, Commercial and Residential Buildings, Shopping Centers and 

other various places.



Home / Hydraulic Elevator

We also offer a wide range of Home Elevator including Manual and Auto Door, 

Hydraulic, Gear Less, which are mostly used in bungalows, duplex villas, terrace 

ats, pent houses and showrooms. Our highly skilled professionals provide most 

efcient and reliable services for elevator installation & it's maintenance. 

Car Elevator

In the modern infrastructure design car parking has been given special attention 

so that you cars get a safer and better space to stand. Car elevators help to 

resolve the problem of nding sufcient parking space in the growing busy areas. 

Keeping this in mind we offer a high quality car elevators, which are safe and 

reliable. We provide Car Elevators with Manual as well as fully Automatic Power 

Operated Doors including Heavy Lifts for Floor-to-Floor Transfer of Fork Lifts.

Hospital / Goods Elevator

We provide high quality and advance elevators for medical purpose, which is 

generally used in hospitals to handle stretchers and wheel chairs, as they require 

ample space and size to be lifted. The elevators are jerk and shock free to provide 

smooth transit to people or patients. These elevators are not only used for common 

purpose of transportation but also for vertical transport equipment used in hospital 

and other relevant places to move patients and surgical instruments from one place 

to another.
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AMC Maintenance Contract
We Provide AMC Contract For All Kinds of Elevatros

How our service contract works?
 

Maharaja Elevators a venture of APB Sales & Marketing is one of the renowned elevator brand in the market. With a collective experience of 

10 years in the industry the company can provide a wide range of Passenger Elevators, Hospital Elevators, Capsule Elevators and Goods 

Elevators etc. In addition to this, we are also providing Car Parking Elevators, Hydraulic Elevators& Escalators solutions. Having gained 

expertise in the market we have a team of highly dedicated professional who can assist you in getting your requirement fullled in right and 

appropriate manner.

Our range of elevators is fabricated using high quality raw materials that are sourced from trusted vendors in the market. They are 

fabricated according to the requirements of the clients, which is design and develop by using latest technologies and machinery. We have 

developed an excellent relationship with all of our customer base by giving personal attention and helping them in fullling the right 

requirement, thus establishing stable and long-term relationships.

Who We Are?

Providing Services All Over India
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